Convertible Debt Instruments in International Tax Law – Part 1

This two-part article contains an in-depth analysis of a variety of convertible debt instruments from the perspective of international tax law. Part 1 covers optional convertible instruments, mandatory and reverse convertibles, contingent convertibles, warrants and option loans and provides an overview of domestic law in a number of countries. Part 2, to be published in European Taxation 5 (2017), analyses the classification and treatment of the different types of convertible debt instruments from the perspective of EU corporate tax directives and tax treaties.

1. Introduction

Convertible bonds are a well-known form of hybrid financial instrument (HFI) and an important alternative to traditional financial instruments. The first issuance of convertible bonds dates back to 1881 when J.J. Hill, a US railroad pioneer, designed an innovative long-term financing instrument that did not involve selling shares. This was necessary since he found that the market would price the risk of his ventures too high. The use of convertible bonds has increased significantly since then and a variety of such instruments is now available.

Convertible bonds are considered HFIs, as they contain characteristics of debt, as well as equity. This may give rise to challenges from a tax law perspective and even more so in an international context, as the countries involved might classify and treat the instrument at hand differently. Consequently, double taxation might arise, but possibilities for tax arbitrage still exist.

2. Financial and Contractual Structure

2.1. Optional convertible bonds: Financial and contractual structure

The notion of a convertible bond is a financial term arising in the financial markets. Commonly, convertible bonds, convertible debentures and convertible loan stock are described as "unsecured fixed-interest bonds", giving the owner a right, but not an obligation, to convert the convertible bond into equity of the issuing company upon the fulfillment of certain specified terms and conditions. From a financial perspective, convertible bonds can be seen as a combination of a common bond and a call option (or a warrant).

The call option on the yield of the issuing company is described as "an integral part of equity ownership". Alternatively, convertible bonds are described as containing "equity kickers". If conversion does not occur, full repayment of the principal should be made. Convertible bonds are initially considered debt, but may turn into equity at a later stage. When the bondholder exercises the option, this does not result in a cash payment since the bond is exchanged for shares of the issuing company.

A variety of convertible instruments exists. At a basic level, a distinction is made between optional convertibles, reverse convertibles, mandatory convertibles and contingent convertibles (CoCos). Certain exotic convertibles have also emerged, including "LYONs" and "toxic convertibles". The latter give the holder a right to shares at a fixed price. Any decrease in value of the issuing company will, accordingly, only affect existing shareholders but not the convertible bondholders. "Exchangeable bonds" resemble traditional convertible bonds, but with the important difference that the
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8. See Eswar, supra n. 1, at 2; Brealey, Meyers & Allen, supra n. 1, at 680; Vernimmen, supra n. 3, at 582; and Møller & Nielsen, supra n. 1, at 25.
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11. Coyle, supra n. 7, at 22 et seq., divides convertible instruments into six broad categories: conventional convertibles, low-premium convertibles, discount convertibles, rolling-premium put convertibles, single-premium put convertibles and liquid-yield option notes (zero-coupon convertibles).
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conversion right will give the holder a right to convert its interest into shares of a company other than the issuing company. A “ratchet convertible” is a specific form of instrument that makes the conversion ratio dependent on the performance of the issuing company.

Typical terms and conditions of optional convertibles are as follows:  

- **Interest**: Convertible bonds typically carry a lower interest rate than plain vanilla bonds. This may be beneficial to growth companies with massive capital expenditures. The lower interest rate reflects the conversion right of the holder. Convertible bonds can be issued along with a term stating that the interest will be increased at a future date if the bonds have not been converted (convertible debt with enhanced interest).

- **Term**: As with other types of loans, the duration of financing varies significantly, ranging from short-term loans to perpetual convertible debt. Normally, convertible bonds are issued with a fixed maturity/repayment date. Repayment must take place at par value at the fixed date. In practice, repayment often takes place prior to maturity, for example, due to the exercise of a call option for the issuer to repay or a put option, allowing the investor to demand repayment.

- **Conversion right**: Convertible bonds present a right of the holder to convert the bonds to equity under certain conditions. The conversion right must be exercised: (1) at a fixed date; (2) either one of several fixed conversion dates; or (3) during a conversion period. Convertibles are normally converted into a fixed number of shares. The “conversion ratio” (which may vary from year to year) expresses the number of shares that the bonds can be converted into. The “conversion price” is the price of the shares that the bonds can be converted to and is typically fixed at the time of issuance. When convertible bonds are issued, the conversion price is higher than the actual market price of the shares at the time. The difference in price between the convertible bonds and the shares that they can be converted into is called the “conversion premium”. From an investor perspective, one attractive feature is the possibility that the share price will increase and eventually exceed the conversion price.

- **Ratchet convertible**: HFIs serve a purpose for investors (for example, venture capital funds) in risky businesses. People considering investing in start-ups or other risky companies face the challenges of illiquidity and information shortfall. To alleviate these difficulties, venture capitalists have created what can be viewed as innovative HFIs. In respect of convertible bonds, some of these problems might be resolved by making the conversion ratio dependent on the performance of the company. Referred to as a “ratchet” convertible, a feature of this type of security is an option that converts into a declining ratio of company shares as the rate of return on the investment exceeds a certain ceiling. Conversely, the option might convert into an even greater number of shares as the investor’s rate of return falls below a given floor. Compared to the return on a convertible note with a fixed rate of conversion, the return on a ratchet convertible is less exposed to the fortunes of the company: it pays more than a fixed-rate convertible in respect of a less successful company but less than a fixed-rate convertible in respect of a company that is very successful. The entrepreneur is given an ever-increasing upside incentive; a venture capital investor is given downside protection. This is an example of how a difficult problem of conflicting interests between parties is aggravated by imperfect information, which can be addressed by using HFIs.

- **Call option for the issuer**: Convertible bonds are often seen to include a call option for the issuer to redeem the bonds at a certain premium. Such an option is, however, subject to “call protection”, which prevents the holder from exercising the option for a certain period. In the event the option is exercised, the investors might choose whether to hand over their bonds or to convert. An exercise of a call option can thus force a conversion if the share price is sufficiently high.

### 2.2. Mandatory convertibles and reverse convertibles

Certain convertible instruments include terms that provide for mandatory or very likely conversion into equity. Such instruments are referred to as “mandatory convertibles” and may be described as follows: [... in their most basic form, an issuer will issue a debt security or preferred stock that is mandatorily convertible within a specified number of years in to the issuer’s own common stock [...]]
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Moreover:

Unlike the buyer of traditional convertible securities, who in effect purchases a call option on the underlying common stock, the buyer of mandatorily convertible securities is in effect selling a put option to the issuer.\[26]\n
Such instruments are often considered to be closer to equity than debt since repayment will be in the form of shares and since the “downside protection” is minimal and might be limited to the ongoing interest payment (if any). In addition, mandatorily convertibles are, in many instances, treated as equity for accounting and rating agency purposes.\[29]\n
A known variation is the “reverse convertible”, which grants the issuer a conversion right rather than the holder and allows the investor choices with regard to repayment.\[30]\n
The distinct feature of reverse convertibles is described as follows:\[31]\n
\[\ldots\] under the contract the issuer, at maturity, has the choice of either repaying, in cash the holder the face value of the bond or transferring to the latter a certain number of shares of a specified third party corporation \[\ldots\]\n
Such terms are particularly variable for the issuer, if, for example, the share price were to drop significantly, resulting in a possibility to repay the debt with cheap stock. In this manner, the debt could be reduced in situations in which “financial distress” looms on the horizon.\[32]\n
Several variations of reverse convertibles exist, including a provision allowing the holder to convert into shares of a group company, a portfolio company of the issuer, or even a completely unrelated company.

There are three general characteristics of mandatory convertibles:

1. mandatory conversion upon the maturity of the convertible;
2. capped or limited appreciation potential compared to the underlying stock; and
3. the dividend yield on a mandatory convertible is typically higher than on the underlying stock.\[33]\n
Mandatory convertibles are more widespread in the United States than in Europe, but even the European market is expected to increase.\[34]\n
In recent years, a certain development with regard to mandatory convertibles has been the emergence of exotic instruments, such as Preferred Equity Redemption Cumulative Stock (PERCS),\[35]\n
Debt Exchangeable for Common Stock, Dividend Enhanced Convertible Securities (DECS),\[36]\n
and Preferred Redeemable Increased Dividend Equity Securities (PRIDES).\[37]\n
Mandatory convertibles are also used in private transactions. Commonly used instruments include Convertible Preferred Equity Certificates (CPECs)\[38]\n
and Obligations Reimbursable in Action (ORAs), as seen under French law (Obligations Remboursables en Action).\[39]\n
The rationale underlying the issuance of mandatory convertibles has only been minimally analysed in the economic theory.\[40]\n
A possible description of the reason for companies to engage in the issuance of mandatory convertibles is as follows:41
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38. The instruments vary in their design and are typically based on detailed contractual documentation. An ORA is typically defined as a bond that must be settled with shares in the issuing company. An essential feature of an ORA is mandatory conversion, pursuant to which the ORA-holder cannot require repayment in any other way. If the ORA-holder does not carry out the share subscription by the planned capital increase, this will trigger an obligation to pay a contribution to the issuing company corresponding to the amount that has not been transferred to the ORA-issuer according to the agreement. The ORA-holder can demand settlement at any time. The ORA-issuer is obliged to ensure a capital increase corresponding to the total ORAs. An ORA carries the right to interest payments and typically has a stated term of seven to ten years. Moreover, the ORA-holder will have significant rights in respect of the issuing company, ensuring that the company does not carry out different transactions without preserving shareholder rights for the ORA-holder, including capital increases, distributions, issuances of new bonds, as well as any merger involving dividends. ORA-holders are treated as shareholders in the event of a capital decrease. Under Danish law, ORAs were classified in TBS 2002.8.62. The Tax Assessment Council stated that ORAs should not be considered share capital for Danish tax law purposes.
40. Chemmanur, Nandy & Yan, supra n. 33 at 35.
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rate or a floating rate plus margin. Moreover, payment of interest is at the full discretion of the issuer. If interest is not paid, no dividend may be paid by the issuer until the next interest payment date (“dividend stopper”). Interest will not be paid and will be cancelled if, on the interest payment date, the distributable reserves of the issuer are insufficient. CoCos are direct, unsecured and subordinated debt obligations. The conversion feature implies that mandatory (automatic) conversion takes place upon the occurrence of a conversion trigger. As such, CoCos are, in fact, mandatory convertibles. Another possibility is for conversion to be at the option of the issuer. Conversion triggers typically relate to the issuer’s capital ratio falling or threatening to fall below a certain threshold. Triggers could be based on national financial criteria, as well as on an individual institution’s condition. There is no conversion at the option of the bond issuer.

2.4. Warrant loans and option loans (Bond cum Warrant)

It is common to add warrants to debt or to package the sale of bonds with stock as a sweetener. Such packages are often referred to as warrant loans, warrant bond loans or option loans. They are a combination of a “straight bond” and a separate warrant making them equity-like debt instruments. Warrant loans are internationally considered among the best-known HFIs.

The remuneration for a warrant can be paid in two ways:

(1) An open agio (defined as the difference between the higher issuing value and the lower redemption value of the debenture bond) is granted by the creditor, while the nominal interest payments are in line with the conditions of the capital market.

(2) A hidden agio (which consists of lower interest rates compared to the rates on the capital market) is granted by the creditor, while the issuance and redemption value are equal to the par or nominal value.

There is a close resemblance to convertible bonds and the two types of financial instruments seem to be considered close substitutes. The economic literature bears witness to this by dealing with the instruments as one and the same. Occasionally, convertible bonds have been issued during periods when warrant bonds could not be issued by companies. It is fair to assume that the economic reasoning underlying the issuance of warrant loans, to a great extent, may be based on national financial criteria, as well as on an individual institution’s condition. There is no conversion at the option of the bond issuer.

2.3. Contingent convertible instruments

One specific form of additional Tier 1 capital is CoCos. CoCos are debt instruments typically issued by banks or other regulated financial institutions that contain certain characteristics to optimize the capital adequacy position and are typically listed on an official stock exchange. Contingent capital acts as equity and provides a cushion to convince depositors and other creditors that their money is safe. Essentially, the term contingent capital is used very generally to describe a kind of put option enabling the issuer to issue new equity at pre-negotiated terms.

CoCos are typically perpetual. Repayment is at the discretion of the issuer and optional. The issuer undertakes to repay the bonds after thirty years, provided its core capital is sufficient at that moment and subject to the consent of the regulator. The issuer also undertakes, on a best-efforts basis, to raise new replacement capital if, on such date, its existing core capital is insufficient. The interest is at a fixed

42. Id. at 2.
43. Id. at 6.
44. The background may be the issuance of a notice from the Basel Committee on 13 Jan 2011, setting out requirements for banking institutions to follow. See Basel Committee. Minimum requirements to ensure loss absorbency at the point of non-viability. In the notice, they directed that all non-common Tier 1 and Tier 2 instruments must provide that, at the option of the local banking authority, the instrument will be written off or converted into common equity in the event the local banking authority determines the bank would otherwise become “non-viable.” According to V. Hammer, S. Chen & P. Carman, United States – Tax Treatment of Contingent Convertible Bonds, 13 Derivs. & Fin. Instrums. 3, p. 97 (2011), journals IBFD. CoCos are the instruments issued to date that are closest to satisfy this provision. See also C.W. Calomiris & R. Herring, Why and How to Design a Contingent Convertible Debt Requirement (2011), abstract available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1815406.
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48. See also Hammer, Chen & Carman, supra n. 44.
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extent, resembles the rationale behind the issuance of convertible bonds.

The use of warrant loans or option loans gives rise to several tax considerations, for example, whether to treat warrant loans as one or more instruments and questions regarding valuation and possible allocation of the acquisition price.

3. Domestic Tax Treatment of Optional Convertible Debt Instruments

3.1. Comparative overview

Convertible bonds have given rise to tax law challenges in many countries. It is widespread practice to favour a debt classification of convertible bonds until conversion. This also indicates that the mere right to convert debt into equity does not, in most jurisdictions, lead to a reclassification into equity, albeit the conversion right in some countries is considered a characteristic that is taken into account in the debt-equity classification.

Consequently, other equity traits might lead to equity classification for domestic tax purposes. In fact, as stated by Helminen (2010), the higher the probability of conversion, the greater the likelihood of reclassification as equity. Moreover, the classification of convertible bonds also depends very much on whether the country in question applies an integration approach or a bifurcation approach.

With regard to Norwegian law, it has been widely debated whether convertible bonds should be treated as a single instrument or in accordance with a bifurcation approach. The question was settled by the Supreme Court decision
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Under Swedish law, convertible bonds are generally treated as shares (delägerätter). If the convertible bonds are issued in a foreign currency, they are treated as debt. Subscription of convertible bonds does not trigger any tax consequences. Interest payments paid according to the convertible bonds are taxed as any other taxable interest income. Any gain or loss realized upon a sale of the convertible bond is taxable according to generally applicable principles on the computation of capital gains. The conversion of convertible bonds is not considered a taxable event.

Finnish law has adopted a bifurcation approach whereby convertible bonds are divided into a current earnings part and a capital gains part.

Under Netherlands law, convertible debt is traditionally considered debt until conversion. The fixed interest, therefore, constitutes a business expense for the issuer. Under Netherlands law, the Hoge Raad has ruled that convertible bonds denote a legal relationship for the holder against the issuing company, which is very similar to that of a shareholder. Accordingly, the Hoge Raad found that the Netherlands participation exemption applies to a holder of convertible bonds. This implies that the benefit for a parent company arising from the conversion of a convertible loan issued by a subsidiary should be classified as a benefit derived from (future) share ownership. In the Netherlands commentary, this concept of future share ownership has been found to be new.
The United Kingdom applies a bifurcation approach to qualified hybrid instruments, splitting such instruments into the host contract and the embedded derivative.\(^{68}\) The bond of the instrument is treated according to the specific UK loan relationship regime, whereas the embedded derivative (the call option), falls within the derivative contract regime.\(^{69}\)

### 3.2. US federal tax law

The traditional debt/equity classification issue under US federal tax law also applies to convertible bonds.\(^{70}\) Convertible debt is normally treated as a “single property” in the form of debt until conversion.\(^{71}\) After conversion, the instrument becomes equity. Convertible bonds are not governed by any particular Code provision, which means the appropriate tax treatment of convertible instruments under US law depends on various Code provisions, Treasury Regulations, judicial decisions and IRS pronouncements.\(^{72}\) In terms of classification, convertibility alone does not lead to equity classification, but is merely a factor that is included in the general debt/equity test. As stated in IRS Notice 94-47, convertible debt, which includes terms that require the holder to convert the debt into shares, may be treated as equity for tax purposes.

Participation in the success of a corporation is clearly an equity feature and, as such, is essential to equity status, but not necessarily inconsistent with a creditor-debtor relationship.\(^{73}\) This holds true if the participation takes the form of a right to receive a portion of the debtor’s above-target earnings or an option to convert debt into equity, as seen with convertible bonds.\(^{74}\) Traditional convertible instruments substantially feature equity characteristics, but only on the upside. Because the holder has the right to demand payment of the principal at maturity, these notes generally have been respected as debt. If an instrument is convertible, it is more likely to be classified as equity. The conversion option might be explicit in the instrument’s terms or might be implied when the corporate issuer has the discretion to repay a debt instrument through use of its own stock. The IRS has ruled, however, that a convertible instrument that promises the holder only 60% of its initial investment, and is not converted, is equity because this feature was calculated primarily to ensure conversion into stock.\(^{75}\)

If, however, the exercise of a conversion right is virtually certain, for example, because of specified ratios (mandatory convertibles), the debt features of the instrument might be brushed aside as camouflage.\(^{76}\) A convertible bond differs from a bond with a warrant in that, inter alia, whereas exercise of the warrant brings in new cash, but leaves the corporation indebted on the bond, conversion extinguishes the bond indebtedness.\(^{77}\) It, however, confers none of the attributes of immediate stock ownership and does not impose an equity-like risk on the holder.

Convertible bonds are non-severable from a financial point of view, since the holder must forfeit his creditor position if he wishes to become a shareholder.\(^{78}\) For US federal tax purposes, a conversion of convertible bonds has been treated as a non-taxable event.\(^{79}\) This has been well established since 1920.\(^{80}\) The conventional theory is that a gain or loss is not realized upon the conversion.\(^{81}\)

The rather complicated technical rules regarding convertible bonds are analysed in the tax literature.\(^{82}\)

### 3.3. German tax law

Convertible bonds are commonly used in the German market (Wandelanleihen).\(^{83}\) The tax treatment of convertible instruments follows the accounting treatment and there is no specific provision regarding the issuance of convertible bonds.\(^{84}\)

Prior to the conversion, convertible bonds are classified as debt for tax purposes.\(^{85}\) As a consequence of this classification, the convertible bond produces interest income, which is taxable in the hands of the holder and deductible for the issuer.\(^{86}\) The same applies to option and warrant loans. Income and expenses have to be allocated over the lifetime of the bonds. Both convertible bonds and option
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loans might be classified as equity if they also include other equity characteristics.\(^87\)

The issuance of warrant loans and convertible bonds does not result in a realization of (taxable) capital gains or losses either at the level of the creditor or the German resident debtor company.\(^88\)

The conversion of bonds to shares is a non-realization event and no tax consequences are realized for the investors.\(^89\) For corporate holders, all current profits and capital gains deriving from the bond’s purchase and sale or redemption are subject to tax as business profits.\(^90\)

3.4. Danish tax law

The fact that convertible instruments vary significantly highlights the importance of considering the tax law requirements governing convertible bonds. This is especially true if the overall goal is to obtain neutrality. The task is complicated by the fact that certain instruments, albeit somewhat identical, serve different financial objectives. Accordingly, it is essential to assess the impact of the tax legislation on the issuance of convertible instruments, since such issuances can be largely driven by non-tax concerns, including the need to improve efficiency.\(^91\)

Convertible bonds are governed by section 1(1) of the Danish Act on Taxation of Capital Gains on Sale of Shares (Aktieavancebeskatningloven) and section 1(4) of the Capital Gains Tax Act (Kurseavnsloven).\(^92\) Historically, convertible bonds have been treated as claims, warrants or as both leading to the current inclusion under the scope of the Danish Act on Taxation of Capital Gains on Sale of Shares.\(^93\) The first time specific legislation was introduced into Danish tax law was in 1981.\(^94\) Since then, it seems that the rules have been constantly changing. Danish law has never specifically regulated how convertible bonds in different scenarios should be taxed.

The following definition now applies under Danish tax law: A convertible bond is defined as a bond issued by a public or private limited company giving the investor a right to convert the claim on the company into shares in the issuing company or to require repayment in cash. The conversion right applies for a fixed period of time. Finally, it is required that the conversion right reflect a right in substance.

If such a right is not part of the instrument in question, it will be treated merely as a claim subject to the Capital Gains Tax Act.\(^95\) This definition is noteworthy. On the one hand, it is a definition and, on the other, it gives the impression that it is merely a description of typical terms in convertible bonds. The criteria were further developed in TF8 2009 67 SR, wherein the Danish tax authorities state that there must be: (1) a conversion right; (2) a right to claim repayment in cash; and (3) no obligation for the holder to convert. These criteria seem to fit into the existing company law and tax law nomenclature.

The above definition applies to convertibles issued by Danish, as well as foreign, companies. In terms of foreign companies, this could give rise to certain challenges when a convertible instrument issued in a foreign company contains terms that are not specifically included in the Danish definition (see, for example, SKM2008.962.SR).\(^96\)

The article now turns to a description of the Danish tax treatment of an investor in convertible bonds, followed by a description of the tax treatment of the issuer of convertible bonds.

The mere issuance of convertible bonds does not trigger any tax consequences for the issuing company or for the investor according to Danish tax law.

Repayment of a convertible bond is considered parallel to disposal of the instrument. Repayment can be made to the issuing company or a third party. The Danish Act on Taxation of Capital Gains on Sale of Shares is applicable if cash repayment takes place at the initially agreed repayment date and at the initially agreed repayment price.\(^97\)

Convertible bonds are considered sold or repaid when the due date arises.\(^98\) Repayment of a convertible bond at a premium or prior to the due date is also considered a sale of the convertible bond.\(^99\) If, however, repayment takes place prior to the due date or at the due date but at an amount exceeding the agreed principal of the loan, this is considered a sale of the convertible bond to the issuing company subject to section 16 B of the Danish Tax Assessment Act (Ligningsloven), i.e. dividend treatment applies.\(^100\)

The conversion, as such, does not trigger any Danish tax implications.\(^101\) Conversion prior to the agreed exercise

\(^{87}\) Helminen, supra n. 54, at 299.

\(^{88}\) Theisen, supra n. 49, at 187.

\(^{89}\) See S. Briesemeister, Hybride Finanzinstrumente im Ertragsteuerrecht (IDW 2006) and Laukkanen, supra n. 6, at 329.

\(^{90}\) See Trapp, supra n. 53, at 323.

\(^{91}\) Strand, supra n. 9, at 4.

\(^{92}\) Specific considerations are applicable to employees, see TIS 1988 286 I R and, for commentary, C. Led-Jensen, Beskatning af lønnindkomst – herunder aktiebaserede aflønningsformer p. 260 (Jurist- og Økonomforbundets Forlag 2000).

\(^{93}\) See, with regard to the historical development, Led-Jensen, id., at 255 and N. Jakobsen, Kommentarer til udfaldte afgørelser, Anderkendelse af lån i skatteetisk henseende, R&R 7, p. 194 (2000). See, in general, for an overview of the taxation of convertible bonds, Betænkning no. 856 (1978); E. Bannerm Vogt et al., Aktieavancesbeskatning (Karnov Group 2006); B. Rasmussen, Intern selskabsomstrukturering (IDW Forlag 2001); E. Christiansen, Beskatning af aktionærer (Magnus 1998); I. Berning, Finansieringsret (GAD 1977); L. Andersen, Konvertible obligations – en anden betragtning af den skatteetiske behandling, SpO (1974); C. Amby, Skatteomsvægning og Skatteomsturtsningsregler for konvertible obligationer, SK-Stat, (1990); and Amby, supra n. 5, at 301 et seq.

\(^{94}\) See, in the historical ABL, in particular, Act no. 295 of 10 June 1981.

\(^{95}\) See the preparatory remarks to Act no. 440 of 10 June 1997 (Bill no. L 195), Circular no. 310 of 25 May 1987 and Bill no. L 195 (Act no. 440 of 10 June 1997), p. 969 et seq.

\(^{96}\) See, for an early statement of this, FT 1985/86 A sp. 592. See also TIS 1990.333 T&S; Baner-Voigt, supra n. 93, at 269. Amby, supra n. 5, at 301 et seq. and Buur, supra n. 5.

\(^{97}\) Id.

\(^{98}\) See also Amby, supra n. 5, at 301 et seq.

\(^{99}\) The following assumes that the investor is subject to corporate income tax.

\(^{100}\) See Amby, supra n. 5, at 302 and Buur, supra n. 5.

\(^{101}\) See Led-Jensen, supra n. 92, at 271.

\(^{102}\) A recent case illustrating this is SKM2010.774.SR. See Baner-Voigt, supra n. 93, at 270 and Amby, supra n. 5, at 302.

\(^{103}\) See the preparatory remarks to Act no. 310 of 25 May 1987 and Bill no. L 195 (Act no. 440 of 10 June 1997), p. 969 et seq.
date is not considered a disposal of the convertible bond. An economic benefit received by the conversion might, however, trigger tax consequences. According to section 29 A of the Danish Act on Taxation of Capital Gains on Sale of Shares, the time of acquisition of shares acquired through a conversion of convertible bonds is set as the conversion date.

Any gain or loss on convertible bonds is treated according to section 1(3) of the Danish Act on Taxation of Capital Gains on Sale of Shares. Shares received upon conversion may be classified as subsidiary shares or as group shares, which are tax exempt. Convertible bonds cannot, however, be classified as subsidiary shares or as group shares. Convertible bonds held by corporate investors are per se considered taxable portfolio shares. This is likely to include dividends paid as a consequence of premature repayment of a convertible bond, which are also considered taxable. Consequently, any gain on a convertible bond is taxable and losses are deductible.

All existing tax provisions under Danish tax law on the treatment of convertible bonds concern the treatment of investors owning the convertible bonds. The issuing company is not subject to these provisions.

The issuance of convertible bonds does not trigger any tax consequences for the issuing company or the investor. From the perspective of the issuer, the convertible bond is a loan and the subscription amount is considered loan proceeds. The issuer is treated in a similar manner as the issuer of shares, with the result that the issuer is not taxed on gains and is not allowed a deduction for any loss connected to the issuance, repayment or conversion of the convertible bond.

Convertible bonds might carry an interest payment, which can be designed in various ways. Interest payments are treated as other interest payments according to Danish tax law. Interest payments are deductible according to section 6e of the Danish Government Taxation Act (Staatskatteloven) in so far as the payment qualifies as an interest payment and is subject to the specific interest limitation provisions applicable under Danish law.

As a starting point, the freedom of contract applies to the design of financial instruments under Danish law. This does not mean, however, that there are no limits on the design of convertible bonds and the yield thereon, in terms of the characterization of interest and capital gains.